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The Society of Black Academic Surgeons (SBAS) was founded in 1989. Its goal is to stimulate academic excellence among its members by providing a forum of scholarship in collaboration with the leading Departments of Surgery in the U.S. It encourages and supports professional development of black surgical residents and attempts to recruit the best and brightest medical students into a career in surgery.

The annual meetings of SBAS, attended by members as well as numerous residents and students, provide outstanding programs in both the science and practice of surgery. The first Annual Meeting was hosted by the late Dr. David Sabiston at Duke University. Annual meetings since then have been hosted by Departments of Surgery throughout the U.S., including Harvard University (1991, 2001), University of California at Davis (1993), University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston (1994), University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill (1995, 2015), University of Colorado at Denver (1996), SUNY Buffalo (1997), Howard University (1998, 2004, 2012), University of Louisville (1999), Charles R. Drew University of Medicine and Science (2000), Morehouse School of Medicine (2002), University of Alabama (2003), University of Pittsburgh (2005), University of Cincinnati (2006), Rush University Medical Center (2007), Cleveland Clinic (2008), Washington University in Seattle (2009), Duke University (2010), Massachusetts General Hospital (2011), Johns Hopkins School of Medicine (2012), University of Mississippi (2013), and Temple University School of Medicine and The University of Pennsylvania (2014).

SBAS is governed by an Executive Committee and has more than 200 members throughout the United States. Membership is not restricted by race; the criteria for membership require that the prospective member be a “reputable surgeon or surgical investigator who occupies a faculty position in a university department of surgery or free-standing surgical residency program.” In addition to its Annual Meeting, a website (www.SBAS.net) has been established to improve communication with its constituency and persons interested in the organization. The American Journal of Surgery is the official publication of SBAS.
PROGRAM AGENDA

THURSDAY  
APRIL 28, 2016

12:00-6:30 PM Welcome/Registration at the Hyatt Regency Downtown Columbus (The Landing)
12:00-1:00 PM Combined Luncheon for SBAS Leadership Fellows and Executive Council (Union A & B)
1:00-5:00 PM SBAS Executive Council Meeting (Fairfield)
1:00-5:00 PM SBAS Leadership and Faculty Development Institute (Morrow)
1:00-5:00 PM Grant Writing Workshop *Pre-Registration required* (Madison)
5:00-6:30 PM Women in Surgery Reception (Union D & E)
6:30-8:30 PM Welcome Reception (Union A, B, & C)

FRIDAY  
APRIL 29, 2016

6:30-5:00 PM Registration at the Hyatt Regency Downtown Columbus (The Landing)
6:45-7:15 AM Bus transportation from Hyatt to Ohio State Wexner Medical Center - Ross Auditorium
6:45-7:45 AM Continental Breakfast (Ohio State Wexner Medical Center - Ross Auditorium)
7:45-8:00 AM Opening Remarks and Speaker Introduction Drs. Orlando Kirton, Andrea Hayes-Jordan, E. Christopher Ellison and Steven Steinberg
8:00-10:00 AM LOCAL PROGRAM SPEAKERS: Ohio State Wexner Medical Center - Ross Auditorium
10:00-10:15 AM Break and Group Photo
10:15-11:10 AM 1st PANEL DISCUSSION – “From the Clinic to the Corner Office”
Moderator: E. Christopher Ellison, MD, FACS
Panelists: Drs. Steven Gabbe, Michael Caligiuri, Robert Higgins, and L.D. Britt
11:15-11:45 AM Electra Paskett, PhD, MPH, Marion N. Rowley Professor of Cancer Research and Director, Division of Cancer Prevention and Control, Department of Internal Medicine “Reducing Disparities in Cancer Care: Colorectal Cancer as a Case Study”
11:45-12:00 PM Bus transportation back to hotel (where afternoon sessions will occur)
12:00-1:00 PM Lunch (Delaware C & D)
12:20-12:50 PM Scott D. Somers, PhD, Director of the National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIHGMS) “How to Begin and Sustain a Research Program”
1:00-1:45 PM State of the Art Lecture (Delaware A & B): “Mentorship Matters” Introduction by Steven Steinberg, MD, FACS E. Christopher Ellison, MD Interim Dean, OSU College of Medicine Professor, Department of Surgery

Drs. Barksdale, Kirton, Johnson and Pugh at the SBAS Executive Council Meeting
FRIDAY (CONT.)  APRIL 29, 2016

1:45-2:00 PM  Break (Delaware Foyer)

2:00-3:30 PM  SCIENTIFIC SESSION #1 (Delaware A & B)
Podium Presentations: Oncology & Transplant

3:30-3:40 PM  AAS/SBAS Awardee Presentation

3:45-4:45 PM  SCIENTIFIC SESSION #2 (Union A, B, & C)
Poster Sessions: Orthopedic, Critical Care/Thoracic, Vascular, Pediatric Surgery, Basic Science, Education Outcomes, Oncology and Transplant

4:45-6:15 PM  Free Time

6:30-6:45 PM  Buses leave for the Ohio Union Performance Hall
at The Ohio State University

7:00-10:00 PM  Buckeye Event at the Ohio Union
Introductions: Dr. Steven Steinberg
Featured Speakers: Mr. Gene Smith & Mr. Archie Griffin

Dr. Patricia Turner introduced as the new SBAS President by Dr. Orlando Kirton
SOCIETY OF BLACK ACADEMIC SURGEONS
TWENTY-SIXTH ANNUAL MEETING
PROGRAM AGENDA

PROGRAM AGENDA (CONT.)

SATURDAY (CONT.) APRIL 30, 2016

4:45-5:30 PM  Presidential Address
Orlando C. Kirton, MD, FACS, MCCM, FCCP, MBA
Ludwig J. Pyrtek, M.D. Chair in Surgery
Chief, Department of Surgery
Chief, Division of General Surgery
Interim Director, Trauma Service
Hartford Hospital
Professor of Surgery
Vice Chair, Department of Surgery
University of Connecticut School of Medicine

5:30-6:30 PM  Free Time

6:30-7:30 PM  Reception (Delaware A)

7:30-11:00 PM Black Tie Dinner / Awards Presentation / Dancing
and Entertainment (Delaware B, C, & D)
Michael V. Drake, MD
President of The Ohio State University

SUNDAY MAY 1, 2016

7:30-9:30 AM  Community Mentorship Program for
Undergraduate and Medical Students
Champaign)

FRIDAY APRIL 30, 2016

6:30-5:00 PM  Registration at the Hyatt Regency Downtown
Columbus (The Landing)

6:45-7:15 AM  Bus transportation from Hyatt to Ohio State Wexner
Medical Center

6:45-7:45 AM  Continental Breakfast (Ohio State Wexner Medical
Center)

7:45-8:00 AM  Opening Remarks and Speaker Introductions
Dr. Andrea Hayes-Jordan – Chair, Program
Committee
Dr. E. Christopher Ellison – Interim Dean,
College of Medicine
Dr. Steven Steinberg – Interim Chair, Surgery
Dr. Orlando Kirton – SBAS President

8:00-10:00 AM  OSU Department of Surgery
“Disparities in Surgical Care”

1. Dr. Quinn Capers, IV, Associate Dean of
Admissions, College of Medicine:
“Black-White Disparities in Cardiovascular
Care: Time to Talk About Solutions”

2. Dr. Raphael Pollock, Professor and Director,
Division of Surgical Oncology:
“Contemporary Issues in Soft Tissue Sarcoma”
3. Dr. Robert Merritt, Associate Professor and Director, Division of Thoracic Surgery: “Racial Disparities in the Treatment of Early-Stage Lung Cancer”

4. Dr. Gloria Fleming, Associate Professor Clinical Ophthalmology: “The Value of Mentorship but the Power of Sponsorship on Career Development in Academic Medicine”

5. Dr. Sylvester Black, Assistant Professor of Surgery, Division of Transplantation: “Access and Disparities in Liver Transplantation”

10:00-10:15 AM Break and Group Photo

10:15-11:10 AM PANEL DISCUSSION: “FROM THE CLINIC TO THE CORNER OFFICE”
Moderator: E. Christopher Ellison, MD, FACS
Panelists: Drs. Steven Gabbe, Michael Caligiuri, Robert Higgins, and L.D. Britt

11:15-11:45 AM LOCAL PROGRAM KEYNOTE SPEAKER
Electra Paskett, PhD, MPH
Marion N. Rowley Professor of Cancer Research and Director, Division of Cancer Prevention and Control, Department of Internal Medicine
“Reducing Disparities in Cancer Care: Colorectal Cancer as a Case Study”

11:45-12:00 PM Bus transportation back to hotel (where afternoon sessions will occur)

THURSDAY APRIL 28, 2016

5:00-6:30 PM Women in Surgery Reception (Union D & E)
6:30-8:30 PM Welcome Reception (Union A, B, & C)

FRIDAY APRIL 29, 2016

6:30-6:45 PM Buses leave for the Ohio Union Performance Hall at The Ohio State University
7:00-10:00 PM Buckeye Event at the Ohio Union

Introductions: Dr. Steven Steinberg

Featured Speakers: Mr. Gene Smith, Athletic Director, The Ohio State University, and Mr. Archie Griffin, OSU Legend
**SOCIAL PROGRAM (CONT.)**

**SATURDAY  APRIL 30, 2016**

4:45-5:30 PM  Presidential Address – Orlando Kirton, MD  
Hyatt Regency Columbus (Delaware A & B)

6:30-7:30 PM  Reception (Delaware A)

7:30-11:00 PM  Black Tie Dinner / Awards Presentation / Dancing and Entertainment (Delaware B, C, & D)

**Guest Speaker:**

*M. V. Drake, MD*  
President of The Ohio State University

**Music Provided by:** Blue Avenue II (reception);  
Ebb & Flow Jazz Group (dinner)

---

**scientific sessions**

**PROMOTING ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE IN CAREER DEVELOPMENT THROUGH MENTORSHIP**

**FRIDAY  APRIL 29, 2016**

6:45-7:45 AM  Continental Breakfast (Ohio State Wexner Medical Center)

7:45-8:00 AM  Opening Remarks and Speaker Introduction  
*Drs. Orlando Kirton, Andrea Hayes-Jordan, E. Christopher Ellison, and Steven Steinberg*

8:00-10:00 AM  LOCAL PROGRAM SPEAKERS

10:00-10:15 AM  Break and Group Photo

10:15-11:10 AM  1st PANEL DISCUSSION

11:15-11:45 AM  Guest Speaker: Electra Paskett, PhD, MPH

12:00-1:00 PM  Membership Lunch (Delaware C & D)

12:20-12:50 PM  Guest Speaker: Scott D. Somers, PhD

1:00-1:45 PM  State of the Art Lecture (Delaware A & B)

2:00-3:30 PM  SCIENTIFIC SESSION #1 (PODIUM) (Delaware A & B)

3:30-3:40 PM  AAS/SBAS Awardee Presentation

3:45-4:45 PM  SCIENTIFIC SESSION #2 (POSTERS) (Union A, B, & C)
### Scientific Sessions (CONT.)

**Saturday, April 30, 2016**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6:15-7:45 AM</td>
<td>Buffet Breakfast <em>(Delaware C &amp; D)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00-9:20 AM</td>
<td><strong>Scientific Session #3 (Podium)</strong> <em>(Delaware A &amp; B)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:45-11:15 AM</td>
<td><strong>Scientific Session #4 (Podium)</strong> <em>(Delaware A &amp; B)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12:15-1:15 PM</td>
<td>Mentorship Lunch <em>(Delaware C &amp; D)</em> <em>[tables by specialty with suggested topics for discussion]</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1:25-2:15 PM</td>
<td>Asa Yancey Lecture <em>(Delaware A &amp; B)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30-4:30 PM</td>
<td><strong>Scientific Session #5 (Podium)</strong> <em>(Delaware A &amp; B)</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4:45-5:30 PM</td>
<td>Presidential Address</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Scientific Session 1

**(Podium Presentations)**

**Friday, April 29, 2016**

**Delaware A & B, Hyatt Regency Downtown**

2:00–3:30 P.M.

**Oncology & Transplant**

Moderators: Vincent Reid, MD; and Sylvester Black, MD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Event</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2:00 PM</td>
<td>Ethnicity impacts overall survival in stage II and III melanoma</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Senior Author: F. Johnston; Presenter: N. Berger</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:10 PM</td>
<td>The under-utilization of palliative care consultations in pancreatic cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Senior Author: F. Johnston; Presenter: W. Duong</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:20 PM</td>
<td>Achieving clear margins: directed shaving using MarginProbe, as compared to a full cavity shave approach</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Senior Author: V. Reid; Presenter: V. Reid</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:30 PM</td>
<td>Utility of 68 gallium dotatate PET CT scanning in symptomatic patients with negative anatomic imaging but suspected neuroendocrine tumors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Senior Author: E. Kebebew; Presenter: J. Shell</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:40 PM</td>
<td>T1A vs T1B differentiated thyroid cancers: do we need to make the distinction?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><em>Senior Author: J. Sosa; Presenter: K. Anderson</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2:50 PM</td>
<td>Impact of minimally invasive vs. open distal pancreatectomy on use of adjuvant chemotherapy and survival for pancreatic adenocarcinomas</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Attendees at SBAS main session
**SCIENTIFIC SESSION 1 (CONT.)**

3:00 PM  WHERE DOES IT WORK? HOSPITAL CHARACTERISTICS ASSOCIATED WITH INCREASED RATES OF DONATION AFTER CARDIAC DEATH  
SENIOR AUTHOR: A. Salim; PRESENTER: A. Rios Diaz

3:10 PM  RACIAL DISPARITIES DURING THE CONTEMPORARY ERA OF KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION WITHIN THE U.S.  
SENIOR AUTHOR: P. Balig; PRESENTER: D. Taber

3:20 PM  DISPARITIES IN KIDNEY TRANSPLANTATION ACROSS THE UNITED STATES: DOES RESIDENTIAL SEGREGATION PLAY A ROLE?  
SENIOR AUTHOR: A. Salim; PRESENTER: O. Olufajo

---

**AAS/SBAS AWARDEE PRESENTATION**

**FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 2016**

**DELAWARE A & B, HYATT REGENCY DOWNTOWN**  
3:30-3:40 P.M.

3:30 PM  THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MONOCYTE GENE EXPRESSION AND LOWER EXTREMITY VEIN GRAFT OUTCOME  
SENIOR AUTHOR: S. Berceli; PRESENTER: J. Rehfuss

---

**SCIENTIFIC SESSION 2**  
**PARALLEL POSTER SESSIONS**

**FRIDAY, APRIL 29, 2016**  
**UNION A, B, & C, HYATT REGENCY DOWNTOWN**  
3:45-4:30 P.M.

**POSTER GROUP 1**  
**ORTHOPEDICS**

Moderators: Andre Campbell, MD; and Thaun Vý, MD

THE IMPACT OF VALUE-BASED HEALTHCARE ON ORTHOPEDIC RESIDENCY EDUCATION  
SENIOR AUTHOR: M. Hogan; PRESENTER: J. Rocha

PATIENT-REPORTED OUTCOMES: SURGICAL FIXATION OF JONES FRACTURES WITH BIOLOGICAL AUGMENTATION IN THE ELITE ATHLETE  
SENIOR AUTHOR: M. Hogan; PRESENTER: J. Hicks

E-LEARNING IN ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY TRAINING: A LOOK AT THE PAST 10 YEARS  
SENIOR AUTHOR: M. Levy; PRESENTERS: M. Morris & S. Tarpada

THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ORTHOPEDIC SERVICE LINE IN AN INTEGRATED FINANCIAL MEDICAL SYSTEM  
SENIOR AUTHOR: M. Hogan; PRESENTER: J. Rocha

---

Drs. Erica Newman, Sean McLean, and Patrick Thomas at the opening reception
WHY WE LOSE THEM: HOSPITAL FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH LOW PATIENT RETENTION FOLLOWING EMERGENCY GENERAL SURGERY
SENIOR AUTHOR: A. Salim; PRESENTER: J. Havens

BLUNT AORTIC TRAUMA AT A LEVEL II TRAUMA CENTER
SENIOR AUTHOR: E. Thompson; PRESENTER: I. Wanko Mbounmi

IN-HOSPITAL AND OPERATIVE MORTALITY RATES DIFFER BY RACE AMONGST PATIENTS UNDERGOING OPEN HEART SURGERY
SENIOR AUTHOR: S. Moffatt Bruce; PRESENTER: M. Nguyen

DIAGNOSTIC EVALUATION OF OVARIAN TORSION: AN ANALYSIS OF PEDIATRIC PATIENTS USING THE NATIONWIDE EMERGENCY DEPARTMENT SAMPLE
SENIOR AUTHOR: O. Adibe; PRESENTER: K. Rialon

PERIOPERATIVE OUTCOMES OF CHILDREN UNDERGOING LADD'S PROCEDURE IN A NATIONAL SURGICAL DATABASE
SENIOR AUTHOR: F. Qureshi; PRESENTER: A. Peace

IDENTIFICATION OF DISTINCT LACTOBACILLUS STRAINS IN THE EARLY POSTNATAL RAT MICROBIOTA
SENIOR AUTHOR: H. Ford; PRESENTER: M. Isani

JUNIOR LAB RESIDENT’S APPROACH TO COMPLEX URINARY PATHOLOGY
SENIOR AUTHOR: C. Pugh; PRESENTER: J. Nathwani

OUTCOMES IN HIV-POSITIVE MINORITY PATIENTS UNDERGOING BARIATRIC SURGERY
SENIOR AUTHOR: M. Edwards; PRESENTER: C. Adkisson

THE DISPARITY PERSISTS: SOCIOECONOMIC STATUS AND BARIATRIC SURGERY IN BLACK PATIENTS
SENIOR AUTHOR: T. Fullum; PRESENTER: J. Umeh

EVALUATING MEDICATION COMPLIANCE IN ABDOMINAL TRANSPLANT PATIENTS WHO USE A MOBILE PHONE APPLICATION REMINDER
SENIOR AUTHOR: J. Graham; PRESENTER: A. Zanetti Yabur

CYSTOURETHROSCOPY WITH BLADDER WASHOUT FOR THE MANAGEMENT OF RECURRENT URINARY TRACT INFECTION IN KIDNEY TRANSPLANT RECIPIENTS
SENIOR AUTHOR: O. Olaitan; PRESENTER: A. Thomas
SCIENTIFIC SESSION 3
(Podium Presentations)
SATURDAY, APRIL 30, 2016
Delaware A & B, Hyatt Regency Downtown
8:00-9:20 A.M.
EDUCATION OUTCOMES
AND SURGICAL
HEALTHCARE DISPARITY

Moderators: Terrence Fullum, MD;
and Linda Barry, MD

8:00 AM 30-DAY READMISSION AFTER LIVER TRANSPLANTATION FOR HEPATOCellular CARCINOMA
SENIOR AUTHOR: A. Tsung; PRESENTER: A. Chidi

8:10 AM DO ERRORS AND CRITICAL EVENTS RELATE TO LAPAROSCOPIC VENTRAL HERNIA REPAIR OUTCOMES?
SENIOR AUTHOR: C. Pugh; PRESENTER: K. Law

8:20 AM UNDERSTANDING READMISSIONS FOLLOWING OPERATIONS OF THE THYROID AND PARATHYROID GLANDS
SENIOR AUTHOR: R. Kelz; PRESENTER: K. Collier

8:30 AM ASSESSMENT DURING CLINICAL YEARS CHANGES RESIDENT PERCEPTION OF SKILLS DECAY
SENIOR AUTHOR: C. Pugh; PRESENTER: G. Jones

8:40 AM FEASIBILITY AND OUTCOMES OF THIRD OR MORE METACHRONOUS MICROVASCULAR RECONSTRUCTION FOR RECURRENT INTRAORAL CANCER – THE CHANG GUNG EXPERIENCE
SENIOR AUTHOR: H. Kai Kao; PRESENTER: A. Offodile

SBAS Leadership Institute attendees

SCIENTIFIC SESSION 3 (CONT.)

8:50 AM MULTIDISCIPLINARY, HOSPITAL-BASED YOUTH MENTORING AND MEDICAL EXPOSURE PROGRAM POSITIVELY INFLUENCES HEALTH CARE CAREER CHOICE: THE REACH ONE EACH ONE EXPERIENCE
SENIOR AUTHOR: O. Danner; PRESENTER: O. Danner

8:00 AM INCREASING WOMEN AND UNDERREPRESENTED MINORITIES IN ORTHOPEDIC SURGERY: A STRATEGIC PIPELINE INITIATIVE
SENIOR AUTHOR: B. Simpson Mason; PRESENTER: B. Simpson Mason

9:10 AM RACIAL AND SOCIOECONOMIC DISPARITIES IN THE USE OF LAPAROSCOPIC SURGERY TO TREAT COLONIC DIVERTICULITIS
SENIOR AUTHOR: C. White; PRESENTER: R. Lassiter
scientific session 4
(podium presentations)
saturday, april 30, 2016
delaware a & b, hyatt regency downtown
9:45-11:15 a.m.
critical care/trauma
and orthopedics
moderators: ayodele sangosanya, md; and amy rushing, md

9:45 am compliance with sequential compression devices in an orthopedic unit: a quality assurance study
senior author: a. mesfin; presenter: a. baldwin

9:55 am partial p65 blockade improves bone quality without inhibiting fracture healing
senior author: m. hogan; presenter: j. hicks

10:05 am considering longer-term outcomes of care: racial/ethnic disparities among adult and older adult emergency general surgery patients at 30, 90, and 180 days
senior author: a. haider; presenter: c. zogg

10:15 am physiologically-based, predictive analytics using the heart-rate-to-systolic-ratio significantly improves the timeliness and accuracy of sepsis prediction compared to sirs
senior author: o. danner; presenter: o. danner

10:25 am the association between race and fall-related mortality
senior author: g. smith; presenter: b. strong

10:35 am sexual dimorphic response to blunt traumatic hemorrhagic shock: an analysis of the glue grant database
senior author: s. siram; presenter: j. hwabejire

10:45 am the measured effect of co-morbidities on burn injury mortality
senior author: a. charles; presenter: l. knowlin

10:55 am a preliminary study evaluating racial disparities with respect to patients presenting for sports medicine surgery
senior author: l. farrow; presenter: c. wentt

11:05 am examining the role of follow-up skeletal surveys in non-accidental trauma
senior author: a. stallion; presenter: a. stallion

~

Drs. Ellison, Britt, Cornwell, Sternberg and Brock at the SBAS Leadership Institute
SCIENTIFIC SESSION 5 (PODIUM PRESENTATIONS)
SATURDAY, APRIL 30, 2016
DELAWARE A & B, HYATT REGENCY DOWNTOWN
2:30-4:30 P.M.

BASIC SCIENCE, PEDIATRIC SURGERY
AND VASCULAR SURGERY

Moderators: Sean McLean, MD;
and Michael Go, MD

2:30 PM  THIOREDOXIN-1 OVEREXPRESSION IN MICE DECREASES
SEPSIS-INDUCED CARDIAC FAILURE
SENIOR AUTHOR: N. Maulik; PRESENTER: R. Wilson

2:40 PM  A NOVEL TISSUE ENGINEERED APPROACH TO
OSTEOARTHRITIS TREATMENT
SENIOR AUTHOR: M. Hogan; PRESENTER: J. Hicks

2:50 PM  EFFECT OF VORINOSTAT ON NOTCH AND STAT3 PATHWAY
IN HEPATOCELULAR CARCINOMA
SENIOR AUTHOR: M. Kunnimalaiyaan; PRESENTER:
M. Kunnimalaiyaan

3:00 PM  ANALGESIC EFFICACY OF LAPAROSCOPIC-GUIDED
TRANSVERSE ABDOMINIS PLANE BLOCK USING
LIPOSONAL BUPIVACAINE IN BARIATRIC SURGERY
SENIOR AUTHOR: P. Singh; PRESENTER: A. Bhakta

3:10 PM  SURGICAL OUTCOMES OF CERVICAL NEUROBLASTOMA
IN CHILDREN: A DIFFERENT BEAST ALTOGETHER
SENIOR AUTHOR: E. Kim; PRESENTER: J. Jackson

3:20 PM  ROUTINE POST-OPERATIVE ESOPHAGRAM IS NOT
NECESSARY AFTER REPAIR OF ESOPHAGEAL ATRESIA
SENIOR AUTHOR: C. Gayer; PRESENTER: J. Golden

3:30 PM  EVALUATION OF RISK FACTORS AND SURVIVAL
OUTCOMES IN BLACK FEMALES WITH INVASIVE
BREAST CARCINOMA
SENIOR AUTHOR: L. Wilson; PRESENTER: S. Ajmeri

3:40 PM  ESCHERICHIA COLI 07:K1 CE10 IS A SUBSTANTIAL
FIRST COLONIZER IN NEONATAL RATS AND PROTECTS
FROM NEC
SENIOR AUTHOR: H. Ford; PRESENTER: J. Bowling

3:50 PM  POST-OPERATIVE OUTCOMES AMONG OBESE AND NON-
OBESE CHILDREN UNDERGOING CHOLECYSTECTOMY
SENIOR AUTHOR: F. Qureshi; PRESENTER: I. Yi

4:00 PM  GENERAL SURGERY CONSULTATION AFTER BONE
MARROW TRANSPLANT
SENIOR AUTHOR: R. Askari; PRESENTER: M. Coleman

4:10 PM  CIGARETTE SMOKE INDUCES MICRORNA-145 DYS-
REGULATION DURING ESOPHAGEAL CARCINOGENESIS
SENIOR AUTHOR: D. Schrump; PRESENTER: S. Oyetunji

4:20 PM  SURGICAL INTERVENTION FOR NECROTIZING ENTERO-
COLITIS (NEC): AN ANALYSIS BY BIRTH WEIGHT IN A
NATIONAL DATABASE
SENIOR AUTHOR: G. Ortega; PRESENTER: I. Yi

Dr. Higgins addressing attendees at the SBAS Leadership Institute
Dr. Claude H. Organ, Jr. Resident Award

Claude H. Organ, Jr., MD, FACS (1926-2005) was a world renowned academic surgeon, a giant in the field of surgery and medicine, and a major force in shaping and supporting the lives and careers of thousands. In 1989, Dr. Organ and several other black academic surgeons founded SBAS and held its first meeting at Duke University. Throughout his career, he oversaw the training of dozens of surgeons, including several African-American women. His lifelong dedication to mentoring young surgeons and encouraging diversity in the field of surgery is represented in the annual Dr. Claude H. Organ, Jr. Resident Award.

Delos “Toby” Cosgrove, MD, President & CEO, Cleveland Clinic, committed the Cleveland Clinic’s endowment of this prestigious award. Starting in 2008 and continuing into the subsequent years, Cleveland Clinic’s sponsorship of the Dr. Claude H. Organ, Jr. Resident Award helps insure the success of the future generations of surgeons.

Dr. Claude H. Organ, Jr. 2016 Resident Award Winners

Shakirat Oyetunji, MD [1st Place]
University of Washington

Jordan Bowling, MD [2nd Place]
Children’s Hospital Los Angeles

Jamie Golden, MD [3rd Place]
Children’s Hospital Los Angeles

Scientific Session Moderators

Linda K. Barry, MD – Assistant Professor, University of Connecticut Health Center

Sylvester M. Black, MD, PhD – Assistant Professor of Surgery, The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center

Andre R. Campbell, MD – Professor, University of California, San Francisco

Madison Cuffy, MD, MBA – Assistant Professor, University of Cincinnati

Terrance Fullum, MD – Professor, Howard University College of Medicine

Michael Go, MD – Associate Professor of Clinical Surgery, The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center

Thuan V. Ly, MD – Assistant Professor of Clinical Surgery, The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center

Sean McLean, MD – Assistant Professor, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Kmarie Reid, MD – Hepatobiliary and Pancreas Surgery, Rochester, Minnesota

Vincent J. Reid, MD – Clinical Assistant Professor, University of Iowa Hospitals & Clinics

Amy P. Rushing, MD – Assistant Professor of Surgery, The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center

Ayodele T. Sangosanya, MD – Assistant Professor, University of Rochester School of Medicine & Dentistry

Daniel E. Vazquez, MD – Assistant Professor of Clinical Surgery, The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center
ASA YANCEY LECTURE

Gary H. Gibbons, MD
Director, National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute (NHLBI)
National Institutes of Health, United States of America
“Charting Our Future Together:
Setting an Agenda for the NHLBI”

STATE OF THE ART LECTURE

E. Christopher Ellison, MD
Interim Dean, College of Medicine
Professor, Department of Surgery
The Ohio State University
“Mentorship Matters”

GUEST SPEAKERS

Electra D. Paskett, PhD, MPH
Marion N. Rowley Professor of Cancer Research and
Director, Division of Cancer Prevention and Control,
Department of Internal Medicine, The Ohio State University
“Reducing Disparities in Cancer Care:
Colorectal Cancer as a Case Study”

Scott D. Somers, PhD
Director of the National Institute of General Medical Sciences
“How to Begin and Sustain a Research Program”

Michael V. Drake, MD
President of The Ohio State University

Mr. Gene Smith
Athletic Director, The Ohio State University

Mr. Archie Griffin
OSU Legend

Dr. Chris Ellison delivers his State-of-the-Art Lecture “Mentorship Matters.”

Dr. Hassan Tetteh delivering the Informatics Committee report at the SBAS Business meeting
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The Detroit Medical Center
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Donald Weaver, MD
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The Ohio State University
Wexner Medical Center
410 W 10th Ave.
Columbus, OH 43210
Steven Steinberg, MD
Presidential Membership

UCLA Medical Center
757 Westwood Plaza
Los Angeles, CA 90095
Ronald W. Busuttil, MD
Platinum Membership

University of Colorado Hospital
12605 E. 16th Ave.
Aurora, CO 80045
Richard Schulick, MD
Silver Membership

University of Alabama/Birmingham
1720 2nd Ave. S
Birmingham, AL 35233
Herbert Chen, MD
Silver Membership

University of California-Davis Medical Center
1 Shields Ave.
Davis, CA
Diana Farmer, MD
Gold Membership

University of Chicago
5841 South Maryland Avenue
Chicago, IL 60637
Jeffrey Matthews, MD
Silver Membership

University of Florida
Health Shands Hospital
Gainesville, FL 32611
Kevin E. Behrns, MD
Silver Membership

University of Illinois-Chicago
840 S Wood St. - Suite 402
Chicago, IL 60612
Enrico Benedetti, MD
Silver Membership

University of Louisville School of Medicine
2301 S 3rd St.
Louisville, KY 40292
Kelly M. McMasters, MD
Silver Membership

University of Maryland
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Stephen Bartlett, MD
Silver Membership

University of North Carolina School of Medicine
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Chapel Hill, NC 29599
Anthony Meyer, MD
Platinum Membership

University of Pittsburgh Medical Center
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Gold Membership
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University of Wisconsin-Madison School of Medicine
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Craig Kent, MD
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University Surgical Associates, Inc.
Rumford Rhode Island
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Providence, RI 02905
William Cioffi, Jr., MD
Silver Membership

University of Illinois College of Medicine-Rockford
1853 W. Polk St.
Chicago, IL 60612
Samuel Appavu, MD
Silver Membership

UTMB Health Systems
301 University Blvd.
Galveston, TX 77555
Douglas Scott Tyler, MD
Silver Membership

Vanderbilt University Medical Center
1211 Medical Center Dr.
Nashville, TN 37232
R. Daniel Beauchamp, MD
Silver Membership

Wake Forest University Hospital
1834 Wake Forest Rd.
Winston-Salem, NC 27106
J. Wayne Meredith, MD
Silver Membership

Washington University
4921 Parkview Place
St. Louis, MO 63110
Timothy Eberlein, MD
Gold Membership

Weill Cornell Medical College
1300 York Ave.
New York, NY 10065
Fabrizio Michelassi, MD
Silver Membership

West Virginia University
3110 MacCorkel Ave. SE
Charleston, WV 25304
Roberto Kusminsky, MD
Silver Membership

Yale University
PO Box 208062
New Haven, CT 06520
Robert Udelsman, MD
Silver Membership
Asa Yancey lecturer Dr. Gary Gibbons and SBAS President Dr. Orlando Kirton

SBAS Leadership Institute participants

PREVIOUS SBAS MEETINGS

1989  Duke University, Chapel Hill, NC
1991  Harvard University, Boston, MA
1993  UC Davis-East Bay (Meeting held in Napa Valley, CA)
1994  University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston, TX
1995  University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC
1996  University of Colorado, Denver, CO
1997  State University of New York, Buffalo, NY
1998  Howard University College of Medicine, Washington, DC
1999  University of Louisville, Louisville, KY
2000  Charles R. Drew University, Los Angeles, CA
2001  Harvard University, Boston, MA
2002  Morehouse School of Medicine, Atlanta, GA
2003  University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL
2004  Howard University, Washington, DC
2005  University of Pittsburgh, Pittsburgh, PA
2006  University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH
2007  Rush University Medical Center, Chicago, IL
2008  Cleveland Clinic, Cleveland, OH
2009  University of Washington, Seattle, WA
2010  Duke University, Chapel Hill, NC
2011  Massachusetts General Hospital, Boston, MA
2012  Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, Baltimore, MD, and Howard University, Washington, DC
2013  University of Mississippi, Jackson, MS
2014  Temple University and The University of Pennsylvania, Philadelphia, PA
2015  University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, NC

FUTURE SBAS MEETINGS

2017  University of Chicago, Chicago, IL
2018  University of Alabama at Birmingham, Birmingham, AL
**Special Appreciation**

SBAS extends a special appreciation to the following institution and individuals that graciously supported the 26th Annual Scientific Assembly:

The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center and Department of Surgery

Steven M. Steinberg, MD – Interim Chair – Department of Surgery

E. Christopher Ellison, MD – Interim Dean – School of Medicine

SBAS would like to extend a special commendation to the following individuals at The Ohio State University Wexner Medical Center for their hard work in planning and executing the local arrangements for the 26th Annual Scientific Assembly:

Sylvester M. Black, MD, PhD – Assistant Professor of Surgery

Amy Rushing, MD – Assistant Professor of Surgery

Kim Knight – Communications & Marketing

Lisa Green – Communications & Marketing

Ann Forchione – Administrative Associate

Steve Cotter – Senior Administrator – Department of Surgery

Dr. Hayes-Jordan, SBAS Annual Meeting Program Chair, receives high praise for a well-executed meeting from SBAS President Dr. Kirton.